How do I measure my unit to find out how many skirt panels I will need?

The nice thing about our Patented skirts is they are not manufactured for one specific
RV; they were created as a universal skirt panel that you adapt to fit your unit.
All you need to do is calculate the total circumference of the area you would like to
enclose with our Patented Skirt Panels, then purchase only the quantity you need in
linear footage that works best for you.
The easiest way to do this is, take your total footage needed to enclose you unit and
divide it by 9.5 and/or 3.5
Once you find out the required amount for your unit, please go onto our website and
place it into your cart, it will provide you the exact cost including shipping and tax if your
state requires us to on the sale.
(Example; my RV’s total circumference with the slide-outs extended on my fifth wheel is
88 feet, I first divided it by 9.5 which stated I would approximately need 9.26 skirt panel,
well since the skirts come in 48”x48” 48”x120” or 72”x120” I determined that I would get
two of the 72”x120” for the front, seven of the 48”x120” & one 48”x48” skirt panel which
gave me a usable length of 94 feet)
Remember you make it work for your needs, if it’s a little tall customers will role the skirt
up from the back side and place plastic spring clamps to hold it in that position, kind of
like hemming up pants that are a little long, then re-snap it back to their unit, others go
as far as taking them to a local upholstery shop and having them sew it. The great thing
is, you do what's best for you.

